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This Note descrlbes a systemstlc investigation of the pressure fields 
prcduced rlrlthln the R.A.E. 6 inch shock tube et low shock speeds. This work 
was undertaken to xwestqatc t!le tube's sultabzl1t.y as the driver of a cold 
hqh-density hypersonx tunnel. It 1s concluded thnt the tube 1s suitable 
and should produce expanded flow at 2dinch numbers up to 15. The duration of 
steady flow, approx1maixly 3.5 m set, 1s short rind further investigation is 
proposed to realise the potential advantages of tailored operation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The R.A.E. 6 inch diameter shock tube was originally constructed as a 
wind tunnel driver with the obJect of supplementing the R.A.E. Hypersonic 
Tunnel. The latter is a cold (working section conditions near to liquefaction) 
high density hypersonic tunnel operating m the Mech number range 5-Y with a 
stagnation pressure of 50 atmospheres. The orlglnal intentlon was that the 
shock tube driven tunnel should have a Mach number near to 7 but mth 
enthalpies equivalent to flight speeds above 10. 

The tube was constructed from 6 Inch internal diemeter tubes throughout. 
The driver section was 30 ft long and had n designed working pressure of 1000 
atmospheres. The channel was 120 ft long. Hydrogen was the driver gas. 

The original intention was to operate the tunnel on the straight through 
principle and a nozzle, bye-pass system, working section and dum? tank were 
built. These were subsequently converted for reflected operation. 

Firing with a cold hydrogen driver at just below 200 atmospheres pressure 
revealed, what 1s now well known, that at shock speeds in the interesting 
range above Ms = 7 the duration of hot flow was too short for successful 
expansion in the nozzle by the straight through method. 

Attention wss therefore turned to alternatzve modes of operation and uses 
for the shock tube. This Note is concerned with the exploration, at low shock 
speeds, of the pressure fields in the channel when initially filled with 
nitrogen, with n vxew to the possible use of the tube as the driver of a cold 
high density hypersonic tunnel. To be useful such a tunnel would have to offer 
substantid advnntagos over the existing long rluration R.A.E. Hypersonic Tunnel. 
These would most probably be an Increase in stagnation pressure and an Increase 
in Idaoh number. 

2 INSTRUMENTATION 

Throughout theso experiments the following quantities were meosured:- 
Driver pressure at the time of diaphragm burst; initial channel pressure; 
shock speed at various statlow along the channel; wall pressure after passage 
of the shock at various positions along the tube; the pressure after shock 
reflection with different channel lengths and the pitot pressure on the centre 
line of the channel at VWIOUS positions along the channel. 

2.1 Driver pressure 

The driver pressure was measured vslth a Bourden tube operated transducer 
coupled to a remote dynamometer instnunent. Pressures could be read to within 
?I$. 

2.2 Initial channel pressure 

The channel was evacuated to n pressure of about 3 m.m. Hg absolute and 
thon filled with nitrogen to the required pressure. The pressure was measured 
with a mercury manometer. 
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2.3 Shock speed 

The shock speed was measured using thin film wall thermometer gauges 
instslled two feet apart at each measuring station. The measuring stations 
were at 20 feet intervals. The pulses from the thin film gauges were passed 
through an amplifier and pulse shaper and used to start and stop microsecond 
counter-chronometers. Thus the time interval over 2 feet was measured and 
the shock speed determined. The basic accuracy of timing was + one micro- 
second giving an accuracy in speed of better than 1%. However difficulty 
was experienced at low shock speeds and further errors were introduced due 
to the wcsk signals produced in the gauges. At a shock speed of Ms = 3'5 
tho error may be as big as O-5 in Us. 

2.4 Wall pressures 

The wall pressures were measured witn piezo-electric transducers. 
These were the S.L.M. PZ6 type. Pressures were recorded on a Tektronix 
oscilloscope Type 535 through a piezo-head amplifier. Records +vere obtained 
using ci Polnroid comera. The transducers were calibrated statlcdly with a 
dead weight calibrator. The overall. accuracy of calibration and recording 
we.9 about +pO, however in operation adtitionsl errors may be introduced due 
to vibration and the~~~s.l effects. 

2.5 Pressure after shock reflection 

These were measured and recorded using the same equipment as for the 
wall pressures with the transducer adJacent to the reflecting face. The 
reflecting face was either that just upstresm of the nozzle throat or a 
steel plate mounted betaeen pipe flanges. Fig. 1. 

2.6 Pitot pressure measurements 

A ring with a thin web across the diameter was used to measure pitot 
pressure. Fig.1. This was inserted between pipe flanges where required. 
A P26 transducer was fitted into the centre of the web. The calibration and 
recording was as for the other pressures. 

3 EXPERIIJJNTAL RESULTS 

Throughout all the work reported here the driver gas was hydrogen 
and the test gas nitrogen. No special precautions were taken regarding gas 
purity. The clriver pressures varied, Cue to changes in diaphragm strength, 
between I@ and 200 atmospheres. During each test series the variation was 
smaller and L( nomlnal value is given on the figure appropriate to each test 
series. The actual values were within +I5 atmospheres of the nominal. 

On the figures giving the test results are the exact distances from the 
diaphraw at which the moasuremonts were made. However in the following text 
for convenience these distances are referred to in round numbers. 
c.g. 62 ft - 9 in. from the diaphragm is referred to as 60 ft. 
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3.1 The mcrcase of initml channel pressure above atmospheric 

The first tests were exploratory, perforvcd for largely mechanical reasons, 
and yielded results of pressure behlnd the reflected shock at 120 f't over a 
range of uxitu.l channel pressures. Fig.2. 

These tunnel stagnation pressure records, purposely taken at a slow 
recording speed of 2 m set/square in order to obtain a broad pxture of events, 
show that as the shock speed falls the Dresswe during say the first 10 m set 
becomes more steady and of course the general pressure level Increases. 

These results were cncourngug but dlffloulty was experienced in measuring 
shock speeds below Ms = 3 so the wry bottom end of the speed rnngo has yet to 
bc explored. 

The decision was taken to concentrate on exploring the tube performance 
at one value of ~n~txLt channel pressure, 2.2 atmospheres. 

3.2 Llcesurencnt of wall and pitot pressures along the channel 

The second servos of tests involved repetitive firings with an initial 
channel pressure of 2.2 atmospheres and the measurement of wall and pitot 
pressures. Due to a lack of instrumentation all the mall pressures could not 
be recorded on one run. In addition the pltot pressure mount interfered with 
the flow so no wall pressures were taken behind it, nor in front when a long 
time base was bcug used, because reflcctlons from the dew stream end were 
then recorded. The results are shown in Flg.3. 

Consider fwst the results vnth the slowest time base, 10 m see/square. 
If the shocks in each record are plotted on a distance time diagram, as in 
Fig.&, it becomes quite easy to connect up the points. However each record 
1n?ioatos elapsed time from the nrr~vnl of the shock at the particular stotlon 
in the tube so it was first ncccssary to draw in the incident shock wave. Thxs 
was done by plotting a shook speed-distance curve and then pox-forming a graphi- 
cal lntcgraticn to derive tho shock txme-distance curve. 

It vnll be seen that the reflected shock can be traced back to the 
diaphragm station whore it is partlnlly reflected, that part which 1s trans- 
mitted subsequently reflecting from the end face of the high prcssurc ch‘unber. 
That a partial reflectlon should occur at the diaphragm is not unreasonable as 
it is found that on removal the diaphragm petals are bent upstream with 
reflected type operation. 

Consldcr next the records taken at 2 m sec/squnre. Here star11 incon- 
sutencies from run to run become apparent. However It ILS clear that the first 
peak In pressure after the inltul shock represents the head of the reflected 
rarcfactlon and this has been plotted in Flg.4. The record taken at 100 ft 
shows the incident shock, the reflected head of the rarefaction end the 
reflected shock in that o&or. However at 120 ft the order is changed, the 
incu3ent shock is followed by the reflected shock and then by the reflected 
head of the rarcfactlon. There 1s also an indxation from these records that 
the pressure behind the incident shock uxzreases with time at short tube 
lengths, but at great tube lengths it decreases. The decrease is clcsrly soen 
in the record taken at 120 ft. 
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The records taken at 500 p s&square confxm this trend although at' 
both speeds the record at 60 f't is Inconsistent having an initial docrcnse 
followed by an increase. The two recoras at 60 ft were taken on separate 
runs. The fastest records clearly show that close to the diaphragm there 1s 
considerable unsteadiness behind the shock end although this 1s not obviously 
apparent farther from the diaphragm it may account for some of the detail 
behaviour. 

Finally, in an attempt to locate the hydrogen-nitrogen interface, pitot 
pressure records were tnkcn. This was n. technique which at higher shock 
speeds had been very successful. At low speeds it is not so effective and 
interpretation cannot be positive. However we know from later tests that 
the gauge used can be affected by heat and then momentarily give a low 
reading. It could be that this accounts for the rising pitot pressure 
indioated behind the initial shock, the gauge during this period recovering 
from the initiel heat flash. If we then assume that the penk of the pressure 
reoord corresponds to the arrival of some hydrogen it vnll be seen that at 
40 ft from the diaphragm it takes 2 m set before a steady pressure 1s reached. 
At this time we may assume only bdrogen is passing the gauge snd that the 
interface region takes 2 m set to pass at the centre of the tube. At 60 ft 
the time is longer, whilst at 80 ft a steady pressure record is never achieved 
due to the arrival of the head of the reflected rarefaction. 

3.3 Measurement of pressures behind the reflected shock at various channel 
lengths 

The third series of tests involved repetitive firings again with M 
initial channel pressure of 2.2 ntmosphercs but this time wxth a reflection 
plate containing a dummy nozzle throat inserted at different positions along 
the channel. The pressure behina the reflected shock was measured with a 
transducer mounted in the wall of Lhc pipe just ndJacent to the face of the 
plate. A second transducer was mounted In the reflecting plate to record 
the pressure on the rcfleoting face. These two gauges produced identicd. 
records and only those obtained at the wall are shown in Fig.5. 

Looking first at the records t&on at 500 p sec/squnre, that at 20 ft 
from the diaphragm shows a stee.Sy pressure behind the reflected shock lasting 
for about 1 m sec. This is followed by a fall in pressure for the next 
I.5 m sec. This is certainly the rarefaction fan produced where the reflected 
shock meets the interface. The prossun? then remains stea&y for the remainder 
of the record. The remaining records taken at this speed show how the 
duration of steady pressure increases with channel length. However with 
increased channel length the pressure immediately behind the reflected shock 
is less, due to i&e slower incident shock and a tendency for the pressure to 
Increase slowly with time is evident. This is In contrast to the wall 
pressure behlnd an incident shock rvhich tends to ftiL1 with increasing time 
at large channel lengths (para 3.2). 

The records, Fig.5, at 2 m sot/square show how events are effected by 
the reflected rarefaction. The record obtained at 20 ft shows the short 
plateau of pressure behind the reflected shock, the fall in pressure produoed 
by the interaction of the rcflocted shock and interface and then a small rise 
in pressure. This rise probably results from the second reflection at the 
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interfaco i.e. the expansion reflects at the end wall and returns from the 
intcrfaco as pressure waves. Subsequent reflections are too small to be 
significant. However nt 13 m set after the incident shock the head of the 
reflected rarefaction arrives end the pressure falls rapidly. The records 
obtained at 40 ft and 60 ft are slmilsr except that the initial plateaux 
are longer and the head of the reflected rarefaction appears earlier and 
earlier until at 80 ft the reflected head merges with the expansion coming 
from the intersection of the interface and reflected shock. The record at 
100 ft is similar to that at 80 ft but at this position theN 1s a very sub- 
stantial increcse in prcssuro after 2 m set probably due to viscous effects. 
Finally at 120 ft this increase is swellowed up by the reflect& rarefaction. 

These results indicated. that at a low shock Mach number little would be 
lost in the duration of steacly pressure behind the reflected shock if the 
channel were shortened to 60 ft and thnt there would be a gain in stagnation 
pressure if the initial conditions were unaltered. In fact the temperature 
produced is really the controlling factor and hence due to shook attenuation 
a gz~ven stagnation temperature can be produced at 60 ft with a higher initial 
channel pressure than at 120 ft (assuming the driver unaltered). Thus a 
4oublc gain In stagnation pressure can be achieved by shortening the channel. 
This 1s further discussed in para 4.2. 

3.4 Neasuremcnt of pressures behind the reflected shock with a 60 ft 
channel at various shock speeds 

For the final series of tests reported here, the reflection plate was 
located at 60 ft from the d~~phragm end the effect of changing the shock speed 
explored. Again pressures were measurea on the wall and on the face of the 
plate mth identical results. Only the wnll pressures are shown in Fig.6. The 
shock speed varied from Ns = 3.60 to Ns = 6.62. 

Consider first the records taken at 2 m set/square. That et Ms = 3.60 is 

denticel to that described in para 3.3. There is a good plateau of steady 
pressure bahind the reflected shock, this is followed by a fall due to the 
rarefaction arising from the shock wave interface interaction, then by a small 
rise and lastly by a large fall when the head of the reflected rarefaction 
nrrivcs. 

As the shock speed is progressively mcreased, the time between the 
arrival of the shock wave and the herd of the reflected rarefaction becomes 
longer. This is to be expected because the motion of the rarefaction head is 
unaffected by the shook speed until the former is back into the ohennel after 
traversing the driver length twice. 

At Ns = 4.2 the record is very similar to that at M = 3.6 except that 3 
the fall in pressure after the initial plateau 1s smaller, as IS the subsequent 
rise before the head of the reflected rarefaction. Again this is to be exl;ected. 
However at Ms = 4.7 the initiel plateau becomes disturbed, a fell and rise of 
pressure being recorded, followed consecutively by the fall and. rise seen at 
lower shock speeds end the heed of the reflected rarefaction. As the shock 
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speed is still further xxreased the disturbance of the expected plateau 
becomes more and more marked. In nddltion the pressure after about 4 m set 
rises consdcrably until at Ms = 6-62 It reaches a value of I.6 times that 
behind the reflected shock before the head of the reflected rarefactlon arrives. 

The res.son for the disturbance of the expected plateau behlnd the 
reflected shock at Ms > 4.2 is not knoim. A slmllar result has been reported 

by Henshall' and there is e possibility that It 1s a spurious signal produced 
by heat <sffectlng the pressure gauge. The latter 1s to be investigated 
further. 

Of fnr greater interest 1s the absence of cny recorded shock wave, 
other than the m~txil one, at the hlgher shock speeds. Simple theory indi- 
oates that at Ms > 6 the znteraction of the reflected shock with the mterf'ace 
ml1 produce a shock wave. HOWVW-, although shocks are normally the most 
easily recorded phenomena, they are not seen. This indicates that in this 
tube the simple one dunensional theory may be inadequate to even qunl~tatlvely 
explain the reflection process at higher shock speeds. 

Finally It 1s worth noting two things from the records taken at 
500 p set/square. Fzstly the great pcndlty in stagnatlon pressure incurred 
by increasing the shock speed and secondly how deceptive records taken at 
high speed can be. These records are in fact identical to those shown beside 
them whloh are from the same gauge and zxnpllflcr. At first sight they might 
be thought to be satisfactory for tunnel drlving. Closer inspectIon will 
reveal that the indxnted stagnation pressure at his = 6'25 varies by 51% 

during the first m set and by ?I$ between 2 to 4 m set after shook arrival. 

4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 PositIon of h.yclrogen-nitrogen Interface 

From the experimenter's point of view one of the dlsappointlng features 
of this work IS the lack of direct information obtalned regarding the position 
of the hydrogen-nitrogen interface on the tube centre line. Tne attempt to 
determine its positlon by measuring pitot pressures yielded very inconclusive 
results as descrlbcd m para 3.2. However further information can be obtained 
from Fig.5. 

Fig.7 shows dingrammcltxally the events occurring at the end wall of the 
channel where the inodent wave is reflected. Different regions are numbered 
for easy reference. With a drlvor pressure of approximately 180 atmospheres 
and an ~nitx!Zl channel pressure of 202 atmospheres the shock speed varies from 
M = 3.89 to 3.25 between the 20 ft and 120 ft stations. Withln this range of 
&ock speeds the interaction of the reflected shock with the Interface should 
produce M expansion fan 8s shown and it 1s this which produces the drop of 
pressure after the 1nlt.is.l plateau recorded at 20 ft, 40 ft, and 60 ft and 
displayed in Flg.5. As explained in para 3.3 and illustrated in Fig.4 the 
records at 80 ft and above (Fig.5) d o not clearly indicate the time of arrival 
of this expansion fan because it becomes coincxlcnt with the head of the 
reflected rarefaction. 
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Consider the conditions as shown in Fig.5 at 20 ft. We know conditions 
III region (I) and have measured the shock speed Just upstrcm of tho reflecting 
Wall. Ne can therefore calculate conditions in region (2) provided we neglect 
attenuation effects. Similarly we can calcdate the speed of the reflected 
shock and conditions in region (5). The calculations were done assuming ideal 
nitrogen with an initial temperature in region (I) of 288%. 

have 
If t, and t2 ure the times and d the distance defined in Fig.7 then we 

d = t, urs = t*n5 (1) 

where u is the velocity of the reflected shock and a 

sourd irn5reglon (5). 
is the velocity of 

In addition we can measure from sig.5 the timo (t, +t2). 

Hence t,, t2 and d can be derived. 

This was done for the results at 20 ft, 40 ft and 60 ft, Fig.5, and the 
position of the interface plotted in Fig.4. The curve thus obtained wss 
extended to the fxr end of the channel. 

It should be noted that tho interface intersects with the head of the 
reflected rarefaction nt about 100 ft and that the latter, at this point, 
suffers an apprecinblo reduction in speed. This is to bo ex ected because the 
reflected hoad trnvcls at a speed in the hydrogen of (u +a 

3 3 P and in the 
nitrogen (u2+ n2) where u 

3 
z u2 but a > a . 

3 2 [The approximate values of 
(u3+sj) and (u2+a2) arc 6500 ft/sec and 5000 ft/soc respectively.] 

The above analysis xdicates that the intorfacc lags behind the shock by 
2, 3 and 4 m set at l+O ft, 60 ft and RO ft. If these values are compared with 
the pitot records in Fig.3 it will be seen that they indicate that the front of 
the interface comas after tha peak pltot pressure W.S recorded and where the 
recorded pitot pressure starts to fall quickly. There is still an appreciable 
Interval thercaftcr before a steady pitot pressure is recorded possibly indi- 
csting a thick interface as dlscussed in para 3.2. 

4.2 Suitability of the tube as a driver for a cold hi&h donsity 
hypersonic tunnel 

As discussed in pnrn 3.3 there would bo a considcrsble gain in stagnation 
pressure if the channel wore shortened to 60 ft from its present length of 
120 ft. This will shortly be done and the following is concerned only 16th the 
performance with the shortenod channel. 

Fig.6 shows the stagnation pressure records obtainod at 60 ft at various 
shock Mach numbers. It will be seen that at low shock speeds there is a good 
steady plateau of pressure existing between the arrival of the incident shock 
and the time of arrival of the expansion produced at the reflected shock 
interface intersection. At higher shock spocds the plateau appears to be 
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disturbed and the best operating time 1s zffter approximately I.5 m sec. The 
lowest shock speed investigated, M s = 3.6, gives the steadrest pressure, the 

variation being less than +2$ over a period of 3.5 m sec. 

At higher shock speeds the performance is spoxlt by the dip in the pressure 
record immediately after the reflected shock. As discussed in para 3.4 the 
reason for this 1s not understood. If thu is a true pressure change it is 
particularly unfortunate that It should be present at Ms = 5.86 because near 
this shock speed tailoring2 should occur with a cold hydrogen driver. The 
successful use of the tailored form of operation would appear to be the only 
way of obtaining longer running times with this tube and thu must be explored 
further. 

A shock Mach number of 3-6 should produce a stagnatlon temperature after 
reflection of 1704"K3. InspectIon of Fq.8 reveals that this IS a suitable 
temperature for a cold high density hypersonic tunnel xvlth a working section 
Mach number of about 15. The stagnation pressure recorded In Fig.6 at 
M = 3.6 is about 163 a'unosphores. This will give a working section static 
p?essure of Just above 2 x IO-4 atinos-pheres whuh is only Just above the low 
limit of pressure for Schlieren operntlon and deally should bc lncrcased by 
up to one order of magnitude for really good results. Gben shortening the 
charnel to 60 ft we vnll replace the exutlng diaphragm section 16th one 
suitable for operation at 400 aimospheres thereby permitting an increase in 
pressure by a factor of 2.4. This wxll then produce a tunnel stagnation 
pressure approaching 400 atmospheres. Further increases can be obtained by 
running at lowr shock speeds. 

4.3 Further developments 

The flow produced in the working section after expansion to high Mach 
numbers should be investigated. At the tune of writing this hns slmost been 
coropleted with n channel length of 120 ft and ~111 be reported soon. 

The shock reflection process should be studied theoretxally4 and 
experimentally and further checks made upon the present instrumentation with 
a view to resolving the dwcrepsncics beti?een measured and predicted pressures 
near to tailoring shock speeds. 

5 C@i'TCLUSIONS 

The R.A.E. 6 inch diameter shock tube is sutable for use as the driver 
of a cold high-denslty hypersonx tunnel. However It vdl be greatly improved 
if the channel length is reduced to 60 ft and the driver pressure increased to 
about 400 atmospheres. It should then be possible to operate the tunnel with 
a stagnation pressure of about 400 atmospheres and a stagnation temperature 
near 1700%. Under these conditions the stagnatIon pressure should remain 
constant within ?$/J over a period of 3.5 m sec. 

Further investigation should be made of the tube bohavlour in an effort 
to realise the theoretical increase in running time at tailored shock speeds. 
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FIG 3 WALL AND PITOT PRESSURE MEASURED AT VARIOUS STATIONS ALONG CHANNEL 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 190 ATS 
INITIAL CVANNEL PRESSURE 2 2 ATS 



FIG 3 contd WALL AND PITOT PRESSURE MEASURED AT VARIOUS STATIONS ALONG CHANNEL 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 190 ATS 
INITIAL CHANNEL PRESSURE 2 2 ATS 
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FIG 3 contd WALL AND PITOT PRESSURE MEASURED AT VARIOUS STATIONS ALONG CHANNEL 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 190 ATS 
INITIAL CYANNEL PRESSURE 2 2 ATS 
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FlG.4. EXPERIMENTAL DISTANCE-TIME DIAGRAM OF SHOCK TUBE FLOW. 
NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 190 ATS. 
INITIAL CHANNEL PRESSURE 2-2 ATS. 
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FIG 5 PRESSURE BEHIND REFLECTED SHOCK AT VARIOUS CHANNEL LENGHTS 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 165 ATS 
INITIAL CHANNEL PRESSURE 2 2 ATS 



FIG 5 contd, PRESSURE BEHIND REFLECTED SHOCK AT VARIOUS CHANNEL LENGHTS 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 165 ATS 
INITIAL CHANNEL PRESSURE 2 2 ATS 



FIG 6 PRESSURE BEHIND REFLECTED SHOCK AT VARIOUS SHOCK SPEEDS 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 160 ATS 

CHANNEL LENGTH 62’-9” 
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FIG 6 conrd PRESSURE BEHIND REFLECTED SHOCK AT VARIOUS SHOCK SPEEDS 

NOMINAL DRIVER PRESSURE 160 ATS 

CHANNEL LENGTH 62’-9” 
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This Note describes a SystaL?&le l”~estlRSt1on of the p%“eSS”re I lelds ml8 Note describes a systemtic 1n~~Stlgatlon of the presawre fields 
produced within the RA.E. 6 inch Shock tube St low shock Speeds. This work produced wlthln the R.A.E. 6 inch shock tube at low shock speeds. ‘i%,S wmk 
ms undertaken to 1nvestlgaCe the tube’s s”lt~blllty Ss the driver of a cold ws undertaken to InvSStlgSte the Cuba’8 Sultablllty as the de-er or S cold 
h&h-density hypersonic CuMel. It 1s concluded that the tube Is ~‘“ltable hlgh-denslty byjxmmlc tunnel. It 1s concluded that the tube 1s ~“ltable 
and should po&ce expanded IlowS St &ch mrmbers up to 15. Tfle dluatlon of and should pi-educe expanded Ilorns St Mtcb numbers up to 15. The dumtlon of 
steady flow, appmxlm.tely 3.5 m see, 1s Short and furthm lnvestigatlon Is Steady flow. approximately 3.5 m sec. 16 short and further lmestlgatlon 1s 
propmed to realise the potential advantages of tailored operation. propoSed to realise the potent&l advantages or tailored operatlon. 
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‘&is Note describes a systemtic lmstlgatlon of the pressure fields 
proticed wlthln the R.A.E. 6 inch Shock tube at low shock speeds. This mrk 
was WDsrmken to llmst1gSte the tube’s Su1tab111ty BS the drlVSr 0r a cold 
hlgh-dens1ty hypersmic tunnel. It Is concluded thet the tube 1s altable 
and should produce expanded ilowS St Wxh mrmbers up to 15. The duration of 
steady rim, appr0xim.ely 3.5 m SAC, is short ad rmher lnveSclgetl0n 1s 
propased to realise the potential advantages of taIlored operstlco~ 
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